An integrated platform which is capable of meeting the requirements of both traditional real-time control processing and multimedia processing has enormous potential for accommodating various kinds of new applications. However, except for the simplest of situations, few, i f any, research or commercial systems successfully provide architectural and OS mechanisms which can efficiently support both hard real-time computation and multimedia soft real-time computation. In this paper, we propose a multimedia server executing on multiprocessor real-time operating systems to provide diferent classes of guarantee to support both types of processing. The multimedia server supports multiplepenodic multimedia streams with a capability for graceful QoS degradation during system overload. In this paper we (i) develop several multimedia server scheduling algorithms, (ii) evaluate the perjormance of these algorithms, and (iii) discuss realistic system implementation issues on the SGI IRIX/REACTPRO operating system.
Introduction
Many hard real-time applications such as automated manufacturing and attack helicopters are being designed to take advantage of audio and video information. This information has real-time requirements such as delay and jitter tolerance, requires suitable real-time operating system support, and is less critical than hard real-time control information. However, support for processing this information must co-exist with that for the hard real-time control information. 1052-8725/96 $5.00 0 1996 IEEE tasks have to be executed within their deadlines otherwise the helicopter will not fly. Audio and video sensors support monitoring and sophisticated control of the helicopter. To do this requires flexible and dynamic scheduling that includes various types of interaction between the hard and soft real-time control tasks.
Accommodating multimedia and traditional real-time applications which have interaction requirements is a challenging research issue. However, little attention has been paid to this issue. For example, the Mercuri system [4] is one of the few research projects targeting this objective, where data from remote video cameras are transferred through an ATM network and displayed in X windows, but they fail to provide any guarantees and provide only best effort services. This paper discusses how to support the coexistence of multimedia applications and traditional hard real-time applications that interact via shared use of CPUs, on the SGI Challenge multiprocessor and its IRIXEEACTPRO OS as an example platform. The paper also develops various real-time scheduling algorithms to provide the necessary scheduling support, and presents a performance evaluation.
Our performance evaluation demonstrates that a multimedia server algorithm based on ajZexibZe, proportional allocation scheme provides the best performance and that simple iterative scheduling is adequate for handling graceful degradation of the multimedia streams. We consider issues such as server size and period as well as the impact of context switch overhead on the performance. We also show that for applications which require integrated resource sharing, neither the frame scheduler nor the deadline scheduler supplied in the IRIX/REACT/PRO OS are suitable. We propose an implementation solution that is appropriate.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the integrated scheduling algorithms and a solution that can be implemented on the IRIX/REACT/PRO OS. Section 3 discusses the QoS degradation scheme. Section 4 presents the simulation results and Section 5 summarizes the work.
Multimedia Server 2.Multimedia Task Allocation Policies

Background
The multimedia server is a periodic task that is dynamically created and scheduled along with hard real-time tasks. We use a planning-based scheduler, as exemplified by the Spring scheduling algorithm [9] , to perform this level of scheduling. The server then executes the multimedia tasks themselves. A planning-based scheduler dynamically generates schedules or plans in which every task included in the schedule is guaranteed its required resources (including a processor) for its worst case execution time. When a new set of tasks arrives at the system, it attempts to assign execution windows for the new tasks and every task in its current schedule such that every task completes by its deadline and there are no resource conflicts between any tasks scheduled to execute at the same time. If a feasible schedule cannot be found, the new set of tasks is rejected and the previous schedule remains intact. This planning allows admission control and results in a reservation-based system. The key aspect of this scheduler is its ability to schedule not only the CPU but also the other required resources in an integrated fashion.
On the basis ofthis planning-based scheduling algorithm, we integrate multimedia and hard real-time processes using a multimedia server. The server is given a fraction of CPU time and is responsible for controlling the execution of multimedia tasks. Task executions of multiple multimedia streams are multiplexed into one multimedia server instance. Hard real-time tasks are executed in the rest of the CPU time. Of course, it is possible that we regard each multimedia task instance as a hard real-time task and schedule it without having the multimedia server. However, the cost involved in individually scheduling these task instances using the planning-based scheduler would be too high. Its capability to provide more precise guarantees per task instance is essential for the hard real-time control tasks, but is not needed for multimedia sessions which can utilize statistical guarantees. Hard real-time tasks require more deterministic guarantees where, e.g., each task has to be allocated its worst case execution time and other resource requirements within its deadline -any violation of this would result in serious consequences for the application. Multimedia tasks can tolerate more soft real-time types of guarantees -where occasionally missing a deadline or getting less-than-required processing time or other resources may be acceptable. For example, a multimedia task might require to processes 30 frames a second, on the average, but it may be admissible for this to occasionally drop to 25 frames per second.
In this paper, we propose two types of server allocation policies and two types of approaches for allocating multimedia streams to server instances. The two categories of the former are named static andjexible. The two categories of the latter are named proportional and individual. This gives rise to four different combinations. This section discusses these different schemes and Section 2.3 describes how these various combinations are integrated with the planning-based scheduler.
Static versus Flexible Allocation. Obviously, there can be many different policies for allocating a fraction of CPU time to the multimedia server. One clear distinction is between a static allocation and a flexible allocation. With static allocation, the start time and duration of each multimedia server instance are k e d beforehand. Then the on-line scheduler tries to guarantee the hard real-time tasks by scheduling them into the CPU time not used by the multimedia server. Therefore, scheduling of multimedia streams is separated from scheduling of hard real-time tasks and is not directly related to the planning-based scheduling algorithm. The static allocation can be considered a baseline and is not expected to perform very well. On the other hand, with the flexible allocation, each multimedia server instance is treated as one real-time task and dynamically scheduled with the planning-based scheduling algorithm. The start time of each multimedia server instance can be moved between its release time and its deadline minus server computation time. The release time and deadline are calculated based on the period of the multimedia server as described below. The scheduling overhead of the flexible approach is higher than that of the static approach because the planning-based scheduler has to schedule multimedia server instances in addition to hard real-time tasks. However, schedulability of hard real-time tasks is much lower with the static allocation than with the flexible allocation since the former is much more restrictive in timing.
Proportional versus Individual Allocation. For both static and flexible allocation schemes, there are two ways to assign each multimedia task instance to the multimedia server instance. One is called proportional allocation where each task instance is split proportionally into the multimedia server. Suppose there are n different multimedia streams in the system. Let PS be the period of the multimedia server, Pi be the period of the i-th multimedia stream, LS be the time duration of each multimedia server instance and L; be the estimated execution time of the task instance in the i-th multimedia stream. Then, since each task instance is divided into 2 server instances, the computation time of the multimedia server instance Ls is given as Figure 1 illustrates this allocation scheme. As the multimedia stream 1 has the shortest period PI, the server has the same period as stream 1, namely PI. In this example, the length of each server instance is the sum of the execution times of the task of stream 1, half of stream 2 and one third of stream 3.
Flexibility in task execution is needed especially when several multimedia s t r e " are multiplexed. For example, Figure 1 only illustrates how the computation time of the server instance is decided, not the order in which tasks are executed within the server. In practice, due to the high variability in multimedia stream processing, it is virtually impossible to execute the tasks within the server in the way the figure shows. The only thing that the system has to guarantee is that every multimedia stream gets its requested fiaction of time in the server. Although this lack of determinism is intolerable for hard real-time tasks, for multimedia tasks, some amount of jitter caused by the execution delay can be tolerated.
For example, in the architecture we considered here, a typical type ofprocessing of the multimediatask can involve taking fiame data out of the buffer, processing it and putting it into the secondary frame buffer on the videoboard ( Figure  2 ). At the end of the processing, the task issues the draw command to the videoboard, then the videoboard transfers the data on the secondary buffer with some processing into the primary buffer. The Erame data written in the primary buffer will be displayed on the screen by hardware. Here, as long as the display commands are issued at some requested rate, the specific deadline of each issue does not necessarily have to be defined. At the same time, the transfer of frame data to the videoboard can be started just after the display command of the previous frame is issued. Therefore, the release time of the tasks do not have to be strictly enforced either. In fact, the execution time of a multimedia task depends largely on the amount of data it processes, thus it is sometimes difficult to estimate a priori the worst case execution time of the task. The amount of execution time needed to play back a single frame varies a lot and even the average execution time needed over a group of pictures shows considerable variations as a result of changes in scene or video contents [14] . The adaptable scheduling introduced by the proportional allocation scheme is well suited for these various application requirements.
Another multimedia task assignment approach is to assign each multimedia task instance individually to a server instance. We call this the individual allocation scheme. Here again, the period of the server is the same as the minimum period of all multimedia streams multiplexed into the server. For example, in Figure 3 , there are three multimedia streams and the stream with the shortest period is stream 2, thus the server has the same period as stream 2 and all the tasks in stream 2 are allocated to the server instances with their locations unchanged. Then the tasks in stream 1 and stream 3 are allocated to their nearest server instances.
The server instance to which the task is assigned has to be located between the task's release time and deadline. If such a server instance cannot be found, a new server instance has to be created. The order in which tasks are executed inside the server can be decided by using the earliest deadline fist algorithm. Each server instance has to keep state information on which tasks it is responsible for and in what order it has to execute them.
As opposed to the proportional allocation scheme, the individual allocation method can provide deterministic guasantee €or each execution of the multimedia task instance. Each task instance is executed exactly in the allocated time when the static allocation approach is taken. Even if we take the flexible allocation scheme for the multimedia server in- stances, we can execute each task instance deterministically within its deadline by choosing the deadline of each multimedia server instance in the following way. Suppose we have two multimedia streams, stream 1 and stream 2 ( Figure  4 ) , and the computation time of a task instance in stream 1 is Al. At first, we make a deadline of a server instance the same as a start time of its next server instance. For example, in the figure, the deadline of the server instance #1 is the start time of the server instance #2. Then we multiplex the stream 1 with the server. The first task instance of stream 1 is attached to the server instance #2 and the deadline of the server instance #2 is extended by L1 because as long as the order of execution is maintained, the execution of the task instance of stream 2 within its deadline is guaranteed.
Scheduling Algorithm
In the previous section, we discussed four different multimedia server assignment policies. In general, any one of them may be chosen based on the system requirements and its performance for that system. Regardless of which one is chosen, at runtime, the scheduler takes the following steps.
We have to consider separately the cases when a multimedia stream comes into the system and when a hard real-time task enters. In the former case, if no multimedia stream already exists in the system, the scheduler creates a new multimedia server whose computation time and period are the same as those of the incoming st".
On the other hand, if one or more multimedia streams already exist in the system, the scheduler merges the new stream into the server using the chosen assignment policy (proportional or individual). If the period of the incoming multimedia stream is smaller than that of the current server, a new server is created with period equal to that of the new stream. Instances of the new server will replace those of the old one at the earliest possible time at which the changeover can occur without violating the QoS guarantees of the existing multimedia streams. An upper bound on this changeover time delay is the LCM of the periods of the existing multimedia sessions. After setting up the multimedia server for the incoming stream, the scheduler tries to schedule the hard real-time tasks that reside in the system. If we take the static allocation approach, we just try to put the hard realtime tasks into the unused CPU time outside the multimedia server using the planning-based scheduling algorithm described before. If we take the flexible allocation approach, we regard each multimedia server instance as one hard realtime task and schedule it along with other server instances and hard real-time tasks.
In both cases, the scheduler attempts to schedule all server instances whose period start times are before the latest deadline of the existing hard real-time tasks. If the scheduling is not successful, the incoming multimedia stream is rejected to ensure the executions of already guaranteed multimedia streams and the hard real-time tasks.
In the case of the arrival of a hard real-time task, the procedure is slightly different. If the deadline of the incoming task is earlier than the latest deadline of the existing tasks, the scheduler attempts to schedule the current task set plus the new task. Otherwise, the scheduler needs to create more multimedia server instances whose period start times are before the deadline of the incoming task. After the creation of these server instances, the new task set will be tested for scheduling. If the scheduling is not successful, the new hard real-time task is rejected. This scheduling procedure ensures that the already admitted multimedia streams and real-time tasks are always guaranteed to be executed no matter how many tasks arrive later. Of course, a different approach is possible here. If hard real-time tasks have higher priority over multimedia streams, we can reduce the QoS guarantees provided to existing multimedia streams so that a subsequent attempt at building a feasible schedule is more likely to succeed and the incoming hard real-time task is guaranteed. We will discuss this issue in Section 4.
Before actually running the scheduling algorithm, making a preliminary admission test with the estimated execution time may be helpful. That is, if the sum of the task's execution time is greater than the amount of CPU time that the system can provide, there is no way that the scheduler can create a feasible schedule. With this test, the system can take some actions much more quickly since the cost of this test is much less than that of the actual scheduling test.
In order to make this admission test, the scheduler has to calculate the percentage of CPU time multimedia tasks use in a scheduling time period 1 and the percentage of CPU time hard real-time tasks use. Now let us call the ratios multimedia server ratio and hard real-time task ratio and denote them by Rs and RT, respectively. In the case of the proportional scheme, since all the server instances have the same computation time and the same period, Rs is equal to (server computation time / server period). For example, if we have 20 ms of server computation time and 100 ms of server period, the multimedia server ratio Rs is 20% and that means 20% of the CPU time will be allocated to the multimedia tasks. Rs of the individual allocation scheme is sum of the computation time of server instances divided by the scheduling period which is the length of time from the current time to the latest deadline of the hard real-time tasks. The hard real-time task ratio RT is also s u m of the execution time of hard real-time tasks divided by the schedule length.
In order for the schedule to be successful, Rs + Rr has to be at least less than 100% x (the number of processors). If Rs + RT is greater than 100% x (the number of processors), the incoming request is immediately rejected or a degadation approach is taken, depending on the policy in effect at that time.
Implementing the scheduling algorithm on an SGI Challenge Multiprocessor
The SGI Challenge multiprocessor system [3], Figure 5 , is a shared memory, symmetric multiprocessor architecture.
This architecture has four levels of memory hierarchy -two levels of cache (on-chip cache and cache on the CPU board), main memory and disk. There is a 1O:l access speed difference between successive levels of the memory hierarchy. The processors and global main memory are connected via a 1.2 Gigabytes per second processor bus.
Details of Scheduling Mechanisms built into SGI's OS.
IRIXTM [3, 2] is a commercial, UNIX based OS which has been optimized for multiprocessor performance. It offers many interesting features which are useful for supporting real-time applications. These include memory mapped YO, asynchronous VO, the option to lock pages in memory to avoid unpredictable page fault delays, the facility to direct interrupts to or away from specific CPUs, and to isolate and restrict subsets of CPUs to execute only specific processes using specific scheduling disciplines etc. The IRIX/REACTPRO facilities which are capable of supporting real time and multimedia applications in certain scenarios are the the Frame Scheduler and the Deadline Scheduler.
The REACTFRO Frame Scheduler isolates a CPU and uses a cyclic executive to schedule and dispatch selected processes on that CPU. It supersedes normal IRIX scheduling for this CPU and directs all other processing, daemons, and interrupt handling overheads away from it. Given a set of real time processes with periods and worst case execution times, the user has to compute the major and minor frame rates for the scheduler, and queue the processes for service in one or more minor frames. The frame scheduler then services the minor frames in order, once every major frame. In each minor frame, the processes queued for service in that frame are served in queue order, possibly multiple times, until the minor frame ends. It is possible to use multiple synchronized frame schedulers for concurrently executing a set of real time processes on a subset of CPUs. The frame scheduler is more suitable for static scenarios characterized by a fixed set of tasks whose requirements do not change over time. In more complex environments characterized by dynamic event arrivals, the frame scheduler is not suitable since the minor and major frame values may have to be potentially recomputed and allocation of processes to minor frame queues re-determined. To do this, the frame scheduler would have to be paused, its parameters modified and processes reassigned to minor M e queues, before the scheduler can be restarted. This temporary pause in the scheduler would cause unacceptable disruption in service.
The Deadline Scheduler [2] attempts to guarantee execution rates to sessions. The admission control checks if the total CPU-time allocation for all the processes over a predefined frame interval is below a maximum limit and if so the requesting process is admitted. The processes are arranged in the scheduling queue according to time-to-deadline and are serviced in round-robin order. Although IRIX does implement the basic priority inheritance protocol [2] to prevent the unbounded priority inversion problem, blocking by lower priority tasks can still occur. Unless the resources required by the real-time applications are carefully isolated, they may also be delayed due to blocking over a resource held by a process in the time-sharing class. However, the analysis for admission control does not account for the delay terms due to this blocking. Deadlocks can also occur and can result in violation of the guaranteed QoS. Also this scheduler is primarily suited to handling periodic tasks. The only way aperiodic hard real time tasks can be accommodated is by treating them as periodic for admission control (this makes the admission control very pessimistic) and explicitly removing the task from the scheduling queue at the end of its execution. It is also not clear how the deadline scheduling can provide the guaranteed rates over multiple processors.
Based on this discussion we can say that neither the Frame Scheduler nor the Deadline Scheduler built into IRIX/REACT/PRO suits our needs. In the following section, we outline how our planning based solution can be implemented on top of IRIX in the SGVChallenge architecture, by using a different mechanism.
Details of implementing a Planning-based Approach. A supervisor process, called MASTER, executing at a very high priority on CPUo, which is designated the system processor (SP), will group processors into a processor set called APSET. The processors in this set, called application processors (AP), will be actually executing the hard real time and multimedia application tasks and for predictable performance, need to be spared from unpredictable interruptdriven workloads. MASTER isolates and restricts each AP in the set using the following steps:
Specify that the system processor will perform all the overhead processing related to the scheduling clock interrupts.
Isolate the APs from sprayed interrupts.
Assign VO interrupts to either the SP or a separate VO processor.
Restrict each AP from executing processes that are not explicitly assigned to it.
Isolate each AP from TLB misses. As long as an isolated CPU executes only processes whose pages are locked into memory7 it will receive no broadcast/TLB interrupts from other CPUs as actions by processes in other CPUs cannot change the address space mapping of any process on this CPU [3]. Now the system is configured to provide integrated support for multimedia and hard real time tasks. The supervisor running on the SP, executes the server allocation algorithm and the planning-based scheduler on dynamically aniving tasks. Initially the system is idle and then some tasks (multimedia sessions and aperiodic hard real time tasks) arrive.
If MASTER is successful in hding a feasible schedule for the incoming workload, the outcome is a dispatch table with one column for each AP -this is the dispatch list for that AP. The list consists of a series of tuples (i, SSZ SFZ), where i is the process identifier, SSTi and SFTi are the scheduled start time, and scheduled finish time, respectively.
(SSZ , S F Z ) defines a scheduling interval over which i is guaranteed to execute on the corresponding AP.
1.
The master now allocates a dispatch task Dj to each AP, using the m"() command. Dj is given a priority in the real time class and is restricted to run only on that AP. In IRIX, the real time class is a band of priorities in the range 30-39. Processes allocated to this range do not have their priorities degraded, and the system accords them the highest importance next to kernel processes.
2. At this point, the dispatch task is the only ready-to-run eligible task on each AP and therefore the OS starts it. Note that since the dispatcher is executing at a higher nondegrading real-time priority than the process i, it will not be preempted by the latter, before it voluntarily suspends itself. Now i is the only eligibleready-to-run process on AP, and so it is dispatched next. It now executes until it either finishes, or the time advances to SFTi when a timer interrupt occurs.
When the timer goes off, the ISR suspends process i if it has not yet finished, wakes up the dispatcher and returns. 0, now fetches the next tuple fromthe dispatch list and the whole protocol repeats itself.
The dispatch table is a shared data structure in global main memory, which is accessed by the different dispatchers from each AP as well as the master scheduler-planner. Different dispatchers need to access different columns in the table and so do not interfere with each other. Also, the master and dispatcher on any AP are always working on different parts of the dispatch table. Whenever new tasks arrive at time T,,,,, the m t e r computes t, an upper bound on the time available for it to produce a feasible schedule if such a schedule exists. t is chosen large enough so that there is a high probability of finding a feasible solution within this time, but at the same time, the response of the scheduler to dynamic arrivals is not too slow. MASTER then draws a cutoff line in the dispatch table at T,,,, + t and attempts to make modifications to the part of the current schedule which are beyond this cutoff line. This avoids race conditions between the master and dispatcher tasks on accesses to the shared dispatch list. The implementation of the dispatch table can be similar to the one used in the Spring real time kernel [lo] .
The scheduling queues in IRIX are implemented in a distributed fashion to permit a high level of concurrent access [2] . There are local per-processor squeues on which only processes which are restricted to that processor and processes which have affmity for that processor are queued. Other processes are maintained on the central global queue. In our case, the APs are explicitly restricted to executing only the dispatcher and the hard real time tasks and multimedia servers as allocated to them by the master process. Also each hard real time task or multimedia server is restricted to be executed only on that AP to which it is queued. So the OS, when it needs to search for the next task to execute on a particular AP has to look only in its local squeue which is its real time queue. All this together ensures that the performance is predictable and task executions are as laid out by the scheduler-planner. Note that to prevent the unpredictable delays and nondeterminism caused by page faults, all the pages of the supervisor process, the hard real-time tasks and the multimedia sessions, as well as shared pages (for example, the global dispatch table) should be locked into main memory.
Degradation of QoS
In our approach, the quality of service (QoS) requirements of the multimedia tasks are mapped into the computation time and period of the multimedia server. As stated in the previous section, one way of alleviating system overload is to degrade the QoS of the multimedia sessions assuming that hard real-time tasks have higher priorities over multimedia sessions. There are a couple of ways to achieve this degradation of multimedia QoS. For example, we can reduce the computation time of the multimedia server, increase the period of the server or even drop some of the server instances. However, deciding how to degrade the QoS of the multimedia sessions so that the scheduling of the hard real-time tasks will likely succeed and still keep the degree of degradation as low as possible is not very easy since the scheduling of the hard real-time tasks itself is a NP-hard problem. Moreover, the cost of the scheduling test is fairly high because the planning-based scheduler takes into account all the resources of every task. Therefore, our goal here is to find the best server adjustment plan, that is, the plan which not only gives a feasible schedule for all the tasks, but also produces a schedule with the highest value, i.e., gives the maximum amount of CPU time to the multimedia server, with a minimal number of scheduling tests.
Here we present a multilevel scheduling approach as a solution for the above problem. If the first scheduling attempt fails, the scheduler passes the information on the multimedia server and hard real-time tasks' requirements to the upper level algorithm. This upper level algorithm is referred to as a server planner in the following. The first step that the server planner takes is to lower the server ratio Rs as much as possible so that it satisfies Rs + Rr + margin 5 100% x (the number of processors).
This lower bound will be some fraction of the original Rs (Figure 6) . The algorithm then iterates as shown in the figure to converge on a successful server ratio. Each time that a server ratio is chosen, the server planner makes several server arrangement plans. A server arrangement plan is a choice of a server computation time and server period such that the overall server ratio is met. For example, two server arrangements might be a multimedia server with computation time 2 and period 20, and computation time 1 and period 10. The server planner then chooses the best server arrangement using a heuristic that maximizes the laxity for hard real-time tasks and invokes the base planning-based scheduler. The latter tries to schedule all the tasks again with the new multimedia server arrangement. If it is not success- ful, the server planner chooses the next server arrangement plan with a lower Rs, and if successful, the planner chooses it with a higher Rs. This iterative process continues until the iteration count reaches a pre-defined number, i.e., the scheduler spends its allowed scheduling time, or the rate of change in Rs is less than some pre-defined amount. This scheduling process is summarized in Figure 6 .
It is important to note that the mechanism presented here degrades multimediaQoS in terms of the server computation time and period and how to quantify the resulting application QoS is still an open issue.
Simulation
Overview
The simulations are divided into roughly three parts. First, the four different strategies for the multimedia server scheduling obtained by combining two types of server allocation policies and two types of approaches for allocating individual multimedia streams to the server instances are compared to find out which combination provides the best performance. Second, different deadline and execution time distributions of hard real-time tasks are input to the scheduler to further evaluate the performance characteristics of the algorithms. Third, the effectiveness of the multilevel scheduler for QoS degradation of multimedia sessions is examined.
Task Generation
A task set generator generates a hard real-time task set and multimedia stream set for each simulation run. The real-time task set generated by this generator is, by itself, a feasible set. That is, in the absence of the multimedia streams, an optimal scheduler can find a schedule for the task set. The following parameters are used to generate the hard real-time task sets:
1. Probability that a task uses a resource, UseP.
2.
Probability that a task uses a resource in shared mode, ShareP.
3. The minimum processing time of tasks, Min-C.
4.
The maximum processing time of tasks, Max-C.
5.
The minimum deadline of tasks, MinD.
6. The maximum deadline of tasks, MaxD.
7.
The schedule length, L.
The schedule created by this task set generator is in the form of a matrix M which has r columns and L rows. Each column represents a resource and each row represents a time unit, In order to illustrate the process of task set generation, we assume that there are n processors and m other resources, i.e., the total number of resources is n + m. Resource items l...n represent n processors. The task set generator starts with an empty matrix. It then generates a task by selecting one of these n processors with the earliest available time and then requests the m resources according to the probabilities specified in the generation parameters. The generated task's processing time is randomly chosen using a uniform distribution between the minimum processing time and the maximum processing time. The task set generator then marks on the matrix that the processor and resources required by the task are reserved for a number of time units equal to the task's computation time starting from the aforementioned earliest available time of the processor. The task set generator generates tasks until the remaining unused time for each processor, up to L, is smaller than the minimum processing time of a task, which means that no more tasks can be generated to use the processors. Then the largest finish time of a generated task in the set becomes the task set's shortest completion time, SC. As a result, we generate tasks according to a very tight schedule without leaving any usable time units on the n processors between 0 and SC. However, there may be some empty time units in the m resources. The deadline of each task was chosen between (hish time of the task + minimum deadline MinD) and (finish time of the task + maximum deadline MaxD). The output of this task set generator is a file written in the Spring System Description Language (SDL) [8] .
The file describes all the task information such as timing and resource usage specifications needed by the planning scheduler. It is compiled by the Spring compiler and fed into the simulator. The task generator also places multimedia stream information into this file. In these experiments we used 5 multimedia streams whose characteristics are described in the next subsection.
20%, 40%, 60% and 80% lower rate than the baseline, respectively. 
Simulation Results
In the simulation, the performance of various server assignment policies are evaluated according to how many of the N feasible task sets are found schedulable. Here, we are interested in whether or not all the real-time tasks in a task set and multimedia server instances can finish before their deadlines. Therefore, the most appropriate performance metric is the schedulability of task sets. This metric called the success ratio SR is dehed as total number of task sets found schedulable N,the total number of task sets
All the simulation results shown in this section are obtained from the average of six simulation runs. For each run, we generate 500 task sets (i.e., N = 500). The maximum 95% confidence interval of any data point was 3.3% of the success ratio. The system tested consisted of three processors and 12 nonprocessor resources. U s e 3 is 0.7 and ShareP is 0.5. Although the primary purpose of this simulation is to compare the different server assignment policies and examine the effects of changing the parameters, we normalized the simulation time unit into milliseconds and chose realistic values for the parameters so that we could assess the feasibility of our approach to some extent. The schedule length L is 300 ms, and a task's computation time is randomly chosen between Min-C and Max-C. Thus, for example, when Min-C = 10 and Max-C = 30, each task set has between 40 and 50 tasks. MinD is 60 and MaxD is 90, thus a deadline of each task is randomly chosen between 60 ms and 90 ms. We put five multimedia streams with different computation times and periods into one processor. We made one of the five streams a baseline stream with a rate of 30 framedsec and made four other streams with a
Comparison of the Server Allocation Policies. The simulation results with the different multimedia server assignment policies and no degradation policy are shown in Figure  7 . The X axis represents computation time of the baseline multimedia stream as described in the previous section. In all the simulation results shown, the success ratio keeps decreasing as the multimedia computation time increases. This is because the increased multimedia computation time leaves less CPU time for hard real-time tasks, thus the tightness of the scheduling increases. The results show that the flexible allocation works much better than the static allocation. For example, when the baseline multimedia computation time is 1.2 ms, the success ratio of the two static approaches goes down to O%, whereas the flexible approaches achieve 80% and 100%. The proportional allocation also works better than the individual allocation. Especially when the multimedia computation time is relatively short, for example 2 ms, the flexible proportional approach has 99% success ratio, but the flexible individual strategy has only 75 % . Although these results are as expected, the significant difference between the static allocation and the flexible allocation approaches is noteworthy. Moreover, the difference between the flexible proportional allocation and the flexible individual allocation indicates that the price we have to pay to ensure that every individual instance of any MM session always executes within its deadline is quite expensive. This is mainly because the deadlines of the server instances in the flexible individual allocation is sometimes much shorter than those in the proportional one. From these results, we can conclude that the flexible proportional assignment policy provides the highest performance among the combinations tested in terms of the success ratio.
Effect of Changing Parameters. In the following simulations, only the flexible allocation schemes are examined. Figure 8 shows the effect of changing the deadlines of hard real-time tasks on the success ratio. Here, the shape of the curves in the different deadline ranges looks almost the same, that is, the curves just shifted horizontally. For example, with the deadline ranges between 60-90 ms the success ratio of both proportional and individual allocations drop to 0% when the baseline computation time is 4 ms, whereas with the deadline ranges between 30-60 ms, they drop to 0% when the baseline computation time is only 2.8 ms. These results indicate that deadlines of hard real-time tasks significantly affect the upper bound of the multimedia server computation time and they are almost proportional.
In Figure 9 , results are shown where the execution time of hard real-time tasks is chosen from the different ranges. Although the CPU loads in those three cases are almost the same because of the task generation procedure, the success ratio varies significantly. In other word, granularity of the hard real-time tasks largely affects the schedulability. In this scheduling approach, the scheduling of the multimedia server instances is fairly tight because the deadline of each instance is relatively short. For example, when the period of the server is 33 ms and its computation time is 10 ms, the laxity of the server is only 23 ms. When the maximum size of the hard real-time tasks is 40 ms (the dashed line), it is difficult for them to fit in between the server instances. In the figure, the success ratio is only 55% with proportional allocation and 30% with the individual allocation when the server's total computation time is 10 ms (it corresponds to 2 ms computation time for the baseline multimedia stream). These simulation results show the sensitivity of the success ratio to the size of hard real-time tasks. Baseline multimedia canputation time (ms) Figure 9 . Effect of hard real-time task size on success ratio. ment approach discussed in Section 4 was also evaluated with simulations. Here, the server ratio Rs is adjusted toward the highest value after every scheduling attempt, that is, when the nth scheduling attempt is successful, Rs for the (n + attempt is increased to (Rs + upperbound)/2 and when it is not successful, Rs is decreased to (lower-bound + Rs)/2. For each generated task set, this scheduling attempt was iterated 9 times and Figure 10 shows the average success ratio over 500 task sets x 6 simulation runs achieved within n attempts for each task set. As we can see in Figure 10 , all the first scheduling attempts in the simulations failed. (The success ratio = 0% when the iteration count = 0.) For 78% of the generated task sets, the second scheduling attempt (the first iteration) succeeded. The figure shows that for all the task sets, the scheduling succeeded within 4 iterations. In Figure 11 , the Y axis is the degradation ratio r which indicates the degree of degradation from the initial requested QoS. r is defined as degraded Rs used in the next iteration initial Rs (application requirement) (r = 100% means that the server was not degraded at all.) The plotted degradation ratios were obtained by averaging the highest Rs which gave successful schedules in the n iterations. The results show that we can get significant improvement in the server ratio within several iterations.
Degradation of Multimedia
In Figure 11 , we show how close the iteration scheme comes to the minimum loss in multimedia service that is possible due to the presence of hard real-time tasks. The dashed horizontal line in Figure 11 indicates the upper limit of the degradation ratio. From the figure we see that the achieved ratio gets fairly close to this limit. A more elaborate iterative approach may be able to get a higher degradation ratio, but it will require a larger number of iterations. In summary, the results show that the scheduler can provi& a feasible schedule within a few iterations without decreasing the multimedia computation time too much.
Influence of Context Switch Overhead
So far our results were based on the assumption that context switch overheads are negligible. We discuss the effects of context switching in detail in [6] . Briefly, the individual allocation scheme allocates an entire multimedia task instance to a single multimedia server instance, and hence does not add any extra context switching overheads. The proportional allocation strategy allocates a periodic multimedia stream to a multimedia server with same or smaller period by dividing its periodic time allocation across multiple server periods. This method of servicing a single multimedia task instance in multiple disjoint time intervals requires the system to switch the instance in and out multiple times before it gets its full allocation. The associated additional context switching overhead due to this fragmentation constitutes an additional load on the system. The introduced overhead is minimum (i.e., equal to zero) if all the periods are identical and increases as the period lengths diverge, due to increased task fragmentation. The percentage of additional context switch overhead caused by proportional allocation depends only on the relative lengths of the periods of the different multimedia streams and is independent of the multimedia workload. For a given number of streams, for a given period distribution, the overhead is fixed across different loads -the overhead as a percentage of the offered load is a decreasing function of the load.
Simulation studies of the previous section assume that the different multimedia streams have very similar periods. Our studies show that in such cases, the context switching overhead is too low to affect the performance of the scheduling algorithm and so we have ignored it in the reported simulations.
But, in situations where the session periods vary over a wide range and the introduced overhead is significant, it can affect task schedulability, and we need to account for this additional load in our simulation model. The overhead for the proportional scheme could be reduced by limiting the amount of fragmentation of task instances. For example, if there is a session with period P > PaeTVer, but its wcet can be accommodated in a single instance of the server, we allocate it as such, and no additional switching overheads are introduced. This is one of the ways in which the detrimental effects of widely varying session periods can be reduced. We plan to explore such possibilities.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a solution for an integrated platform that supports multimedia and hard real-time applications. We described how a scheduling solution would fit within an actual system. Then we presented the multimedia server scheduling algorithm which enables guaranteed execution of both so@ real-time multimedia processes and traditional hard real-time control processes by using a planning-based scheduling approach. There are four possible policies for assigning multimdia tasks to the servers in this integrated scheduling, and the simulation results indicated that with the flexible proportional approach, we can get reasonable performance even when there are multiple multimedia streams in the system. The results showed that the algorithm can be used in practical application environments although it has to be noted that the performance depends on the computation time of the multimedia tasks and real-time tasks and the tightness of their deadlines.
